A spring model and equivalent neural network for arm posture control.
A model is introduced for the motor program which controls final position. The first part of the model relates the biomechanical properties of the muscles to the EMG activities of the extensor and flexor muscles and thereby generates quantitative predictions for the relationships between the EMGs, final position, external forces, muscle stiffness, and muscle tension. To the extent that comparable data exist, the model is shown to give correct quantitative predictions. When only qualitative comparisons can be made, the model is consistent with the data in the literature. The model is complete and can be tested quantitatively in detail in the future. An equivalent circuit for the neural network that innervates the muscles is given. It is shown to have the advantages of making the programming of final position simple to either compute or look up in a table. In addition, new situations, such as adapting to a force, or an unusual viewing angle, lead to very simple changes in the basic program in terms of the equivalent circuit.